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In a recent paper, A. I. Lee and J. M. Hill [3] studied the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions of the linear parabolic problem 
2 = ,i (agA + 6,) u,, i=1,2inQx(O, co) 
/=I 
(1.1) 
uL=o, i=1,2inaQx(O,co) (1.2) 
zti = t&J;, i=1,2inQx {0}, (1.3) 
where au, b, (i, j = 1, 2) are given real numbers, ugi is a given function, and 
Q is a bounded space domain with boundary X?. Their results, based on a 
long series of detailed calculations, establish existence and uniqueness of 
the solution under conditions involving not only the coefficients aii of the 
Laplacian, but the “zeroth-order” coefficients b, as well. 
The purpose of the present note is to show that the existence-uniqueness 
result can be proved as a straightforward application of semigroup theory, 
that the conditions of [3] on the coefficients b, are unnecessary, and that 
the result is valid if b, are replaced by (say) continuous functions of X, even 
if the domain Sz is unbounded. A detailed investigation of the asymptotics 
of the solution, being essentially equivalent to a precise knowledge of the 
spectrum of the operator defined by the r.h.s. of (1.1 ), typically involves the 
constancy of the b,‘s. The above problem suggests obvious extensions to 
the case of non-constant ag’s, or, more generally, to the case in which the 
a,,A’s are replaced by non-commuting elliptic operators A, (i, j= 1, 2). It 
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seems, however, quite a challenging problem to provide, for such 
generalizations, a simple characterization of the conditions ensuring the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions. Our argument is based on the fact 
that: 
LEMMA I. The operator 
with domain 
D(.Mio=D,OD,,, D, = H,(Q) n H;(Q), 
generates an analyfic semigroup on X = L’(Q) @ L’(Q), provided a,, , 
a27~0,all+a22>0, aIIa2~>a12a2,. 
“ s ” if Q is bounded. 
The latter inequality can he relaxed to 
Having proved this, it follows from standard perturbation arguments 
[2] that the operator 
where .+9 is the bounded operator on X defined by 
(h,, being continuous functions on I?), 
is defined on D, @ D,, and generates an analytic semigroup on X. This 
proves that the problem (I .I ) (1.3) has a unique solution, which can be 
written as u = exp(w’t) ug, where u = col(u, , u,), u0 = col(u,, , uoz). 
u,), E L’(Q), i = 1, 2. 
Moreover, since for f > 0, exp(VZl) XC D(W) for any n > 0, we conclude 
that they are smooth, so that we can synthetize: 
THEOREM 2. For all b,,E C(0) and all a,, satisfying the hyporheses oj 
Lemma 1, and all uO,, ug2~ L’(Q), the problem (1.1 k(1.3) has a unique 
solution, which is C”-(Q) .for any t > 0. 
Remark. We made use of the L2-formulation for the sake of simplicity. 
Actually, using recent results about m-accretivc operators in L’(Q) [ I] one 
could have extended the above results to the case of L’(Q) initial data. 
Because of the above remarks, the only thing which is to be proved is 
Lemma 1. To this end, we have simply to ensure that A verifies the well- 
known conditions for generating an analytic semigroup. Plainly, .A is a 
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closed, densely defined operator. Let us look at the associated resolvent set 
qM. The latter consists of the i E C such that the equations 
(u,,A-i.)u,+a,,Au2=cp, 
a2,Au, + (u,,A -i.) u2 = cp2 
have a unique solution in D,, for any cp,, cp2 in L”(Q), so that the operator 
.#(j., ..&‘), is well defined as the inverse of ,K - i. and, moreover, .&(i., .&) is 
bounded on X. 
Without loss of generality, let us assume a,, > 0. Thus for i.iuzZ E P(d) = 
(i E C\.( - CC, - %,,I ) (where An 3 0, i.,, being > 0 if 52 is bounded), WC can 
solve the second equation for u2, and substituting into the first one, we get 
((~,,n-i.)-u,~u,,n(u~~~-j.) ‘d)u,=cp,+(~,~n-i)-‘c~~, (1.4) 
so that we should in the first place investigate the existence of 
[I -c~,~u~,(u,,A -i) ’ A(a2,A-i.) ’ A] ’ 
as a bounded operator on L’(Q). Since (a,, A - j.) ’ is a bounded operator 
whenever i./u,, E P( n ) for all a,, # 0, and for i. # 0 if a,, = 0, it is sufficient 
to prove that 
M:= I -~,~u~,(u,,A-i.) ’ A(u,,A-i) ‘A 
as a bounded inverse, that is, that 0 #Z(M), the spectrum of M. But A4 can 
be interpreted as .fi( A) in the sense of the familiar functional calculus for 
closed operators, where, if u,, #O 
j;.(i) = I - u,~u~,(u,,< -A) ’ i2(uz2i - 1.) ’ 
=I-[l+i.(u,,[-i.) ‘].[1+i.(uz2i-2) ‘u,~u~,~u,,u~~]. 
To the latter expression we can apply the spectral mapping theorem,’ con- 
cluding that Z‘(M) = L’(l,(A)) =f;(Z(A)); whence we infer that ,f;(i) 
should be diffcrent from zero for any [EZ(~). After a short calculation, 
this leads to the condition 
i(#,Y* := {2EC;z=a, ;,i E Z(A), ~7 + denoting the roots of i. -f’,( 1)). 
Note that (T* are the eigenvalues of the matrix A with elements a,,, 
’ This is obviously true if Q is bounded, since in this case z‘(d) consists of (discrete) eigen- 
values; in the case of unbounded R, the spectrum being continuous, we should write 
~((a,,d-I.)-‘)=(a,,~(d)-i.) ‘Y {O}, although the latter set plainly coincides with 
(u,,L(A, - I.) ‘. 
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namely, fl+ =t[-(a,,+%,)* (u,,+U,,)‘-4U,,U,,+4u,,u,,]. We 
arrive at the same conclusion if a,, = 0. Now, C(A) lies in a sector of type 
Y={z~~,arg~z-~,~~(~-a,~+a)}forsome~,~IW,a~(O,a/2),ifand 
only if d + , 0 _ have the same sign, i.e., iff a,, a,, - u,~u~, > 0. 
Moreover, starting from ( 1.4), it issy to derive the form of the 
resolvent of .4Y: 
.%?(j., A) = ( y; -,” 21 ,“,‘ifi) [(u,,L4-l)(u22d-J.)-u,,u,,L12]-‘, II . 
whence it is clear that we can get rid of the restriction I. E P(d)u,,, thus 
C* = L(.I).* The last thing to check is the behaviour of the norm of 
.%(&A) as an operator in X, for ~~.4P~={z~C,arg~z-min{u,,,u,,, 
Rea, }I <7c/2 +arctg(Rea/lma) -E}, where F: >O is small enough. It is 
then straightforward to prove that every one of the operator “entries” R, of 
the matrix operator W(i .L) satisfy 
where (I.JI denotes the operator norm in L2, M is a positive number, and p 
is a real number. This completes the proof. 
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